
Domineering 
 

Go ask a mathematician what their favorite book on games is. I guarantee you that 99% will 
give the same answer: “Go away, please. I’m taking integrals.” 

Sorry, that’s on me. Anyway, I’ll answer for them: Winning Ways for Your Mathematical Plays. 

The book is a four-volume behemoth, brimming with wordplay and witticisms. And beneath the 
frivolity you’ll find something remarkable: a deadly serious, intellectually satisfying, and 
devastatingly complete theory of two-player strategy games. 

It’s from this estimable volume that I’ve gleaned the simple domino-placer called Domineering 
(or, sometimes, “Stop-Gate” or “Crosscram”). It’s easy enough for a child to play, and hard 
enough to elicit dozens of pages of dense text from three world-class mathematicians. In short: 
an under-heralded charmer. 

 

How to Play 
Number of Players: Two.  

What You Need: Ideally, a grid (6 by 6 for beginners, larger for experts) and a set of dominos, so 
each domino covers exactly two squares. In practice, though, paper and pencil work fine! 

 

The Goal: Leave your opponent fatally crammed, and thus unable to move. 



The Rules: 

1. Take turns, one player placing vertical dominos, the other placing horizontal dominos. 
Each domino covers two squares, and dominos may not overlap. 

 

2. If it is your turn, yet there is nowhere you can place a domino, then you have lost. 

 

How It Unfolds: 

At the beginning, with the board largely empty, it’s hard to anticipate the consequences of your 
actions. The first few moves may feel a bit random. 

 



Soon, though, corridors start to appear. Check out the following diagram. Blue has already 
secured two safe spots in the bottom row. 

 

Eventually, the board breaks down into disconnected chunks. You begin to see exactly how 
many moves each player has left. 

 

Finally, the bittersweet end. Below, Red has the next move, but nowhere to make it. Blue wins. 

 

 


